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Learn to walk with the hedgehog, the squirrel, the bee and their
friends: the "Move it! Building Blocks Baby Walker"
Our new baby walker in a modern and reduced design from the "Move it!" product group supports toddlers
with their first attempts at walking while simultaneously promoting their motor skills in a playful way.
When babies have learned to turn around, to sit and to crawl, there's nothing greater than discovering
the world around them with their own two feet!
With the Move it! Building Blocks Baby Walker, young children always have their favourite building blocks
at hand and can let their imaginations run free while stacking up towers and castles. The building blocks
which come in various colours and shapes also simultaneously train understanding of colours and shapes.
The baby walker is easy to assemble, impresses customers with its modern design with a large proportion
of wood material used and offers quiet and safe rolling on all kinds of surfaces thanks to the rubberfinished wheels. The numerous elaborate details are particularly appealing to children. Thanks to its
design with modern colours and patterns, this baby walker is an absolute trend product with a high
recognition value, making it the perfect addition to our "Move it!" product group which already
successfully offers motor activity classics in trendy designs such as motor activity cubes, baby walkers,
shape-fitting and stacking toys on the market.
Come and see for yourself - visit us at our Legler exhibition stand, stand number 048 in Hall 10.1, Aisle C.
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